In 1960 Greendlinger [3] solved the conjugacy problem for the class of eighth-groups;
we note that this class contains the above groups Gk for & = 3. Further generalizations of Dehn's work on the conjugacy problem were obtained again by Greendlinger [4] and also
by Schupp [ll] using methods developed by R. C. Lyndon [9] .
In this paper, using a theorem of Solitar [10, Theorem 4 .6], we solve the conjugacy problem for certain generalized free products of eighth-groups; namely, Main Theorem. Let G be the free product of eighth-groups A\ with a cyclic group H amalgamated where H is generated by a basic element h in each factor. Then G has a solvable conjugacy problem.
We remark that the relevant notation and definitions appear either in §2 or in Magnus We introduce the notation u < p/q R which means that u does not contain p/q or more of any defining relator J?,-, that is, if u and Ri contain the same subword S then l(S) <p/ql(Ri).
We define uSp/q R analogously. Definition.
An element h in an eighth-group A is said to be basic if h is cyclically reduced, has infinite order, and is <l/8 R. Proof. Suppose 5 is a subword of um and some defining relator R.
Then S=(YX)"Z where w = IF and YX = ZW. We need to show that l(S)<2/8 l(R) or equivalently 5<2/8 R.
Case I. « = 0; that is, S=Z. Now F, XEu and m<1/8 R; hence S=ZE YX and so 5<2/8 R.
Case II. n>l. By Lemma 1, 5<2/8 R.
Case III. ra = l; that is, S= YXZ. Suppose Z is an initial segment of Y.Then XZEXY=u;hence XZ<l/8 R, and Y< 1/8 R. Accordingly, 5= FAZ<2/8 R. On the other hand, suppose F is an initial segment of Z; say Z= YU. Then 5= YXZ= YXYU where U is a subword of X. We have l(u) = l(XY) < 1/8 l(R) and l(Y) + l(U) = l(XY) < 1/8 l(R).
Therefore l(S)<2/8 l(R).
Thus the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3. Let W=PXQY be a cyclically freely reduced nonempty word in an eighth-group A with P, Q<2/8 R and X, Fg4/8 R. If
W=l, then X and Y are nonempty and l(P) gmax l(Ri).
Proof. We write W around a square as in Figure 1 . Since P, Q <2/8R, if W cyclically contains >6/8 of a defining relator then it must cross at least two corners of the square, and if TF cyclically contains > 5/8 of a defining relator then it must cross at least one corner of the square. Accordingly, W cannot satisfy conditions (ii), (iii) or (iv) of Greendlinger's lemma. Furthermore, if X is empty then: (1) W=PQY<8/8 R and cannot be a defining relator, and (2) W cannot satisfy condition (i) of Greendlinger's lemma. Accordingly, X and similarly F are nonempty words. Thus the lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. Let h be a basic element in an eighth-group A, and suppose h does not commute with an element xEA. If W=hmxh"y = 1 then
